
Y2 Quick Start: Arithmetic 

 

1. 26 + 8 = 

2. 29—3 = 

3. 7 x 2 = 

4. 30 ÷ 5 = 

5. 50 + 20 =  

6. 70—40 =  

7. 24 + 53 = 

8. 41—25 =  

Y2 Quick Start: Arithmetic 

 

1. 25 + _____ = 100 

2. 100 — 50 =  

3. 12 x 5 = 

4. 90 ÷ 10 = 

5. 23 + _____  = 53 

6. 49 — 30 =  

7. 37 + 54 = 

8. 78—43 =  



Y2 Quick Start: Shape 

 

 

 

 

 

Now go on a 2D shape hunt around the house or garden.  

Create a tally of the shapes you see. 

Circles, squares, rectangles, triangles, pentagons, hexagons and 

octagons.  

Y2 Quick Start: Shape 

 

Name these 3D shapes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Now go on a 3D shape hunt.  

Make a list of the objects you spot and name their shape. 

For example: tennis ball = sphere 

Challenge: describe their properties (vertices, faces, edges). 

For example: sphere = no vertices or edges but one curved surface. 



Planning 

Traditional Tale 

This week’s writing task is to plan a story which you will then write next week. 

You can change a traditional tale you already know (new characters) or create 

a brand new one!  

Use this for ideas: www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t-l-1032-fairytale-story-telling-prompt-dice-game 

 

Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Story map (pictures and key words/phrases to map key events in a story) 

 

Title Daisy and the Magical Sunflower 

Characters Daisy, her poor dad, mean giant. 

Settings Old, wooden house in the woods. 

Magnificent castle in the sky. 

Beginning Daisy and her dad are poor. Dad tells her to sell their 

goat. Daisy swaps the goat for seeds instead. 

Middle Dad is angry and throws the seeds away. They turn into a 

beautiful sunflower. Daisy climbs it and finds a magnificent 

castle full of expensive things.  

End She steals something rare but the giant awakes and chases 

her. She runs as fast as she can and manages to escape 

the giant. What a lucky escape! 



Writing Task 

Complete the planning grid for your story. 

Draw a story map to show the key events. 
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End  

 

 

 

 

 



Writing Task 

Traditional Tale 

 

Story map 

 



Art: Collage and Printing 

Last term we worked on collage and printing techniques.  

Create a flower (or garden) using one of these.  

As a challenge, can you create a piece which has both collage and 

printing in it? 

 Collage: cut or torn pieces of paper/materials. 

 Printing: objects (e.g. leaves, potatoes, sponges) or body parts 

(e.g. hands, fingers) - paint and press. 

 

Here are some examples: 

 



Reading Task 

Comprehension 

Read the text to an adult. Have a go at answering the questions by yourself. 

 

 



Reading Task 

Comprehension 

 

 



SPaG 

Expanded Noun Phrases 

An ENP gives detail about a noun – it adds description. 

determiner – adjective(s) – noun 

Examples:  

the terrifying monster 

a delicious, cold ice cream 

 

Task: write some expanded noun phrases about these animals. 
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